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The Oracle is a new project that will
include different dApp/Miners

connected to the global markets in
different ways. The first launch

features a BUSD miner connected
real time to the BNB price

 
The oracle has different mechanics

for different sort of plays please
make sure to read this paper

carefully before investing
 
 
 
 
 

.THE ORACLE



 
   Here the BNB price is tracked real-time. In the

portal section it is possible to check the current ROI
of the platform (it ranges based on the BNB price)

 
 
 
 
 
 

.ORACLE PORTAL

  The top depositor will receive the oracle.
Whoever holds the oracle will get 2% of ANY

amount claimed on the platform (not deducted
from other users).

Anytime the top deposit is surpassed, the Oracle is
redistributed to the new holder. Every 7 days the
Oracle resets and is given back to the address 0

for a total deposit of 0 BUSD
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Every minute the BNB
current price is
updated along with
the latest price
variation. Every time
the latest price
variation is negative
ROI will increase of
0.1%, whenever BNB
gains value ROI will
drop of the same
value

 
 
 
 
 

ROI can only range between 1 and 5%, and will
start at 3%
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.INVEST PORTAL



APR Fluctuates based on BNB price

When BNB loses value APR goes up
When BNB gains value APR goes down
Claiming rewards is allowed only after
24 hours unless the infinite rewards
are active (more on this in the next
section)
Withdrawing is allowed only after 7
days have passed since the last
withdrawal
Compounding weekly rewards is
allowed anytime but the weekly
deadline is postponed of 1 day (for
example new withdrawal time will be 8
days after 1 compound until the next
withdrawal only)

     between 1% up to 5% starting at 3%

.INVESTING RULES



Claim at any time
Claimable rewards are not capped anymore,
after 1 day they will continue to accumulate
Withdraw at any time

BUSD Oracle allows users to unlock their daily
claimable cap & withdrawal cap. For a price of
200 BUSD users will receive:

Note that unlocking rewards does not bring any
advantage in terms of APR

IMPORTANT NOTE: Unlocking rewards decreases
your daily gains by 2.2%. 
For example if a user would normally get 100$
daily, after the unlock he will get 97.8$

.UNLOCK REWARDS



 
Deposit Fees:
3.5% mkt fees
3.5% dev fees
1% mkt2 fees

 
Withdrawal Fees:

0%
 

Bonus Oracle(not deducted from users):
2% on every claim

 
The Oracle will next feature TSLA/USDT & 

 NFLX/USDC miners. The complete whitepaper
will be released for the TSLA launch at the end

of January, perks for existing users will be
announced before the launch date

 
 
 
 
 
 

.FEES AND
ECOSYSTEM



Our team is firmly against managing investors funds in any way,
this is to prevent backdoors, trust issues, inevitable medium term
insolvency and even legal complications. Smart contracts offer all
the tools to be trustless and to be in nobody's hands.

.THE ORACLE CONCEPT

MARKET VALUE VS REVENUE

OVERVIEW

Top depositor can be surpasses at anytime
Deposits are NOT cumulative
Every 7 days the Oracle is automatically reassigned to the address 0
for a total deposit of 0 BUSD, so that a new cycle begins

BUSD Oracle directs a portion of equity to its top depositor, this wallet
will receive 2% bonus on each claim from any user using the DAPP
following these exact rules:

 

Since The Oracle directs a portion of equity to a single lucky
depositor through Claims it means that in order to exit the TVL,
any amount of money has to pass through through the Oracle
bonus, therefore holding the Oracle will not stop to be valuable.

Week 3 -> TVL loss of 10%

CASE STUDIES AND SCENARIOS

In case of a loss or drop in TVL, The Oracle will keep resetting
every 7 days as usual and its holder will keep receiving major
bonuses, people will stop compounding and start claiming and
withdrawing as much as they can. This will increase the value of
holding the Oracle, bringing in smart deposits that will collect
major amounts of fees
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IS THIS ENOUGH TO HELP SUSTAINABILITY?
Generating real Market Value is one of the most
powerful tool to sustain a project. 
Realistically speaking, the current state of BUSD
Oracle is not enough to sustain the platform long
term, this is not because the concept is flawed, but
because the value of holding the Oracle cannot
sustain the huge APR offered by the platform. 
 
IS THERE A SOLUTION?
Indeed, the market value of holding the BUSD Oracle
can be increased by future releases that interacts
with BUSD Oracle and reward even more its holder
in several ways. More value to the Oracle holder
means more deposits in order to obtain it. 

Losing the Oracle to another user is not a negative
event. The user that has lost the oracle still will
make very high APR thanks to the system and these
cycles, this is at the end, what matters the most. 
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